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Royal Charter Storm (1859)
In the early hours of 
26 October 1859, the 
Royal Charter ship, 
driven by the heavy 
winds onto the east 
coast of Anglesey, 
Wales, with the loss of 
over 450 lives.
Major flooding and 
damage across UK 
and Ireland, with a 
total death toll 
estimated at over 800.

Inspired Captain Robert FitzRoy of the Meteorological Office to 
issue gale warning, now known as ‘Shipping Forecast’



Sank three 
destroyers in the 
US Navy Pacific 
Fleet, killed 790 
sailors, damaged 9 
other warships, and 
swept dozens of 
aircraft overboard, 
off Philippines

Biggest 
non-combative loss 
during WW2

Typhoon Cobra (1944)

It led to creation of Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC)



Too many – Too little

There are at-least hundreds of thousands (possibly 
millions) of ship logbooks never been used in climate 
research

Though appears simple - copying text from paper to 
computer, proving difficult for individual(s), or AI

Collective effort – crowdsourced transcription        
Old Weather - WW2 | Weather Rescue at Sea







Zooniverse - transcription 
platform



Work done by volunteers

Old Weather - WW2
3 million individual observations x 3 redundancy 
values x 7 variables =~63 million items x 2 strokes 
= more than 126 million keystrokes (over 60 months 
for one person)

Weather Rescue at Sea
1.5 million individual observations x 6 redundancy 
values x 5 variables=~45 million items x 2 strokes
=more than 90 million keystrokes (over 43 months 
for one person)
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Weather Rescue at Sea (WRS)



WRS



Typhoon Cobra







Summary
Help understand long-term changes in the climate 
including extreme weather events

How current climate compares to past climate, how 
extreme rainfall events, for example, are changing

Formulate evidence-based adaptation strategies

Thank you for your attention!
*praveen.teleti@ncas.ac.uk


